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Abstract

In this paper we present a new fanout optimization algo�
rithm which is particularly suitable for digital circuits de�
signed with submicron CMOS technologies� Restricting the
class of fanout trees to the so�called bipolar LT�trees� the
topology of the optimal fanout tree is found by means of a
dynamic programming algorithm� The bu�er selection is in
turn performed by using a continuous bu�er sizing technique
based on a very accurate delay model especially developed
for submicron CMOS processes� The fanout trees can dis�
tribute a signal with arbitrary polarity from the root of the
tree to a set of sinks with arbitrary required time� required
minimum signal slope� polarity and capacitive load� These
trees can be constructed to maximize the required time at
the root or to minimize the total bu�er area under a re�
quired time constraint at the root� The performance of the
algorithm shows several improvements with respect to con�
ventional fanout optimization methods� More precisely� the
area and delay improvements are ��� and 	�� respectively�
when the algorithm is applied to entire circuits�

� Introduction

During logic synthesis� several design steps are performed
to translate the initial logic description into a physical net�
list suitable for the 
nal manufacturing� One of these steps�
fanout optimization� is usually required after the technology
mapping step where typically� for a large number of nodes in
the circuit� the output signal must be propagated to several
destinations �or sinks�� Theoretically� a fanout algorithm
should be able to take advantage of the slack available at
some outputs to increase the slack at the initially more crit�
ical outputs to achieve an equilibrium point where all out�
puts are equally critical� Conventional techniques commonly
used for CMOS standard cells do not usually achieve this
goal because of the discrete nature of the delay optimiza�
tion they are based on� For example� the works reported in
�� �� �� 	� �� �� rely on a cell library with a 
nite number of
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available bu�ers� Furthermore they all use very simple de�
lay models that severely limit their applicability especially
when submicron processes are involved� On the other hand�
the approach we present considerably improves these two as�
pects� Indeed� it is based on a continuous delay optimization
technique whose main features are high accuracy and inde�
pendence from the technology in use� The delay model is

rst applied to the creation of two numerical routines for the
design of delay and area optimized CMOS tapered bu�ers�
Then� a bu�ering algorithm uses them to create a fanout
tree where the available slacks at the destinations are fully
exploited to generate drivers whose delays are tailored to 
t
perfectly between the sink required times�

In Section � we give an overview of the delay model
adopted in our work and introduce the routines used for the
generation of the optimized bu�ers� In Section � we give
some basic de
nitions and explain the bu�ering algorithm
proposed for the solution of the fanout problem� Section �
reports the results obtained testing the algorithm on di�er�
ent benchmark circuits� Concluding remarks are presented
in Section ��

� Delay Optimization

��� Inverter Delay Model

Since the bu�ering process which we perform for the genera�
tion of a fanout tree only involves CMOS tapered bu�ers� we
are interested in modeling the behavior of their basic compo�
nent� that is a static CMOS inverter whose schematic is re�
ported in Figure �� The delay model that we use throughout
the paper is the one presented in ��� It is composed of a set
of analytical equations which model the output response of
a CMOS inverter taking into account the main second�order
e�ects present in submicron processes� The input voltage
and output voltage are modeled as signals with trapezoidal
shape as shown in Figure �� The feed�through e�ect between
input and output is considered by means of a capacitance
CFF � We will not give here a detailed explanation of the
delay equations as this is outside the scope of the present
paper� For a more complete treatment� the reader is referred
to ��� In Figure � we also introduce some de
nitions used
here and in the rest of the paper� With kr and kf we de�
note the slopes in V�ns� of the rising and falling edges of a
ramp shape voltage signal� respectively� Following this no�
tation� krI and kfI are the slopes of the input voltage VI of
the inverter� while krO and kfO are the slopes of the output
voltage VO� Moreover� tpr and tpf are the propagation times
of the rising and falling edges of VO� respectively� They are
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Figure �� CMOS Inverter�

measured as the di�erence between the times where VO and
VI are at ��� of their total swing� An inverter I is identi�

ed by the tuple I � fm�ug� where m is the ratio between
the width w� of the pull�down transistor T� and the min�
imum width wmin allowed by the user� and u is the ratio
between the widths of the pull�up and pull�down transistors
of the inverter� With P we denote a set of process and lay�
out parameters of the technology in use on which the delay
model depends� In this context� the equations for the delay
model can be represented as� tpr � f��P� krI � kfI � CL�m� u��
tpf � f��P� krI � kfI � CL�m�� krO � f��P� krI � kfI � CL�m� u��
kfO � f��P� krI � kfI � CL�m�� where f�� f�� f�� f� are non�
linear functions of their arguments� To automatically per�
form the design of an inverter and therefore of a tapered
bu�er� these functions have been arranged in the routine
delay INV� written in C language� which can perform two
di�erent tasks�

Task � Given P � krI � kfI � CL� m� u� calculate krO � kfO �
tpr� tpf �

Task � Given P � krI � kfI � CL� m� calculate u� krO � kfO �
tpr� tpf such that tpr � tpf � tp�

In Task �� delay INV simply computes functions f�� f��
f�� f� for the given arguments� On the other hand� in Task
�� delay INV 
rst solves the non linear equation

f��P� krI � kfI � CL� m� ux� � f��P� krI � kfI � CL� m� ���

for the width ratio ux and then computes the remaining
functions f� and f��

��� Bu�er Design

A scheme of the bu�ers used for driving a large capacitive
load is reported in Figure �� As can be seen� the circuit is
composed of a cascade of N inverters each one scaled up by
a factor of M with respect to the previous one �the 
rst in�
verter has always minimum size�� A bu�er B is then de
ned
as a set of N inverters B � fI�� I�� � � � � INg� We extend here
the de
nition of delays and signal slopes for the voltages
VI and VO given in the previous section� A methodology
for the determination of the optimal parameters N and M
of a bu�er with minimum and symmetrical propagation de�
lay �tpr � tpf � tp� is given in ��� Here� after an initial
step that characterizes a cascade of inverters with di�erent
sizes for each process in use� speed optimized tapered bu�ers
are designed which uniformly distribute the overall propa�
gation delay tp along the chain for any given capacitive load
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Figure �� CMOS Tapered Bu�er�

CL� A limitation of this bu�er optimization technique is
that it considers only typical values for the input slopes krI
and kfI � Thus� to overcome this problem and consider ar�
bitrary input slope values� the design of a minimum delay
bu�er is performed in this work by means of a new routine
min delay BUF which is capable of performing the following
task�

Task � Given P � krI � kfI and CL� �nd a bu�er B with
minimum and symmetrical propagation delay tpr � tpf � tp�

Similarly� the design of a bu�er with minimum area� subject
to a time constraint in terms of maximum propagation de�
lay� is accomplished by means of routine min area BUF that
performs the following task�

Task � Given P � krI � kfI � CL� tpmax � krreq � kfreq � �nd a
bu�er B with minimum area such that tpr � tpf � tp �
tpmax � krO � krreq and kfO � kfreq �

Additional constraints on the minimum slope of the rising
and falling edges of the output signal are also given in order
not to worsen the delay of successive stages� Both routines
min delay BUF and min area BUF are based on iterative calls
to routine delay INV which is used to compute the exact
delay of each stage� Thus� the propagation delays tpr and
tpf and the slopes krO and kfO at the output of a bu�er B
can be put in the form� tpr � f��P � krI � kfI � CL� N � M �
uN �� tpf � f��P � krI � kfI � CL� N � M�� krO � f��P � krI �
kfI � CL� N � M � uN �� kfO � f��P � krI � kfI � CL� N � M��
where f�� f�� f�� f� are non linear functions� N is the the
number of stages� M is the tapering factor� and uN is the
width ratio of the last inverter of bu�er B� The values for
the width ratio u of all the other stages are not speci
ed
as they remain 
xed to default values� In the case of task
�� routine min delay BUF simply calculates the parameters
N and M of the minimum delay bu�er B according to the
technique reported in ��� and then re�shapes its last stage
solving the equation

f��P� krI � kfI � CL� N�M� uN � � f��P� krI � kfI � CL� N�M�

for the variable uN � in order to have a symmetrical out�
put response� On the other hand� routine min delay BUF

determines the minimum number of stages Nmin and the
corresponding parameterM of a tapered bu�er whose prop�
agation delays tpr and tpf are less then a given maximum
value tpmax � In particular� to 
nd a bu�er with minimum
area and delay tpf � tpmax � min delay BUF 
rst solves the
non linear equation

tpmax � f��P� krI � kfI � CL� Nmin� Mmin�

for Mmin such that Mmin � �� and then calculates the vari�
able uNmin

� solving

tpf � f��P� krI � kfI � CL� Nmin� Mmin� uNmin
�



where tpf � f��P� krI � kfI � CL� Nmin� Mmin�� to have a
symmetrical bu�er output response� Finally� if the limits
krreq and kfreq on the output slopes are speci
ed� func�
tions f� and f� are computed to verify that the require�
ments of task � are met� Therefore if krO � krreq or kfO �
kfreq � the bu�er with minimum area is designed solving
the equations� krreq � f��P� krI � kfI � CL� Nmin�Ma� uNmin

��
kfreq � f��P� krI � kfI � CL� Nmin�Mb� and taking Mmin �
max �Ma�Mb��

� Fanout Optimization

Like other proposed fanout optimizations �� 	� ��� our
methodology relies on ordering sinks by non�decreasing re�
quired time� While restricting the set of all the possible
fanout trees� this assumption allowed us to develop an ef�

cient algorithm of polynomial complexity using dynamic
programming� Apart from the far more accurate delay mo�
del� our optimization technique has other important advan�
tages� First of all� there is not a bu�er selection process
where trees with same topology lead to di�erent solutions
because of the several combinations of distinct bu�ers avail�
able in a library� As a matter of fact� given a tree topol�
ogy� the extent of the slacks between distinct leaves uniquely
identi
es the shape and size of the needed bu�ers� Secondly�
the treatment of sinks with di�erent polarities is intrinsically
implemented in the fanout algorithm and does not increase
its complexity� Finally� the adoption of a pre�processing
step� which is presented in Section ��	� can signi
cantly re�
duce the number of distinct sinks to be driven so that the
execution time of the algorithm is drastically shortened�

��� De�nitions

We de
ne S as the set of n destinations or sinks where a
signal v� corresponding to the root of a tree� must be propa�
gated� Each sink si � S has arbitrary polarity psi � f���g�
capacitive load lsi and required time rsi � Furthermore�
sinks fs�� s�� � � � � sng of S are ordered by increasing re�
quired time� that is� �i � �� n � ��� rsi�� � rsi � rsi�� �
A group Gp

i�j � S is then de
ned as the set of sinks of polar�

ity p among the adjacent sinks fsi� � � � � sjg � S� lpi�j being

the sum of the loads of its elements� Each group Gp
i�j can be

driven by a corresponding bu�er Bp
i � whose input b

p
i has re�

quired time rbp
i
and load lbp

i
equal to the input capacitance of

a minimum inverter� that is the one of its 
rst stage� Finally�
a fanout tree is de
ned as the set T � �iB

p
i of bu�ers Bp

i

that form a tree where the leaves are groups and the union
of all leaves equals S� Under these de
nitions� the fanout
problem can be speci
ed in two di�erent ways depending on
the cost function to be minimized�

Problem � �Max required time with Min area�
Build a tree T of bu�ers that distributes the signal v to the
sinks S and �� maximizes the required time rv at its root� 	�
minimizes the area of its implementation�

Problem � �Min area under required time constraint�
Build a fanout tree T that minimizes the area of its im�
plementation such that the required time rv at the root is
rv � rvmin

where rvmin
is a given minimum value�

Additional constraints to these problems are the speci�

cation of a minimum signal voltage slope at the sinks as
well as the minimum slopes krv and kfv of the signal to be
propagated�
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Figure �� Example of tree topology with three distinct levels�

��� Tree Search Space

In order to reduce the complexity of the algorithm only
a subset of all the possible trees must be considered� A
scheme representing the topology of a fanout tree belonging
to such a subset is reported in Figure �� In this represen�
tation� sinks S � fs�� s�� � � � � sng are reported in order of
increasing required time along the vertical axis� with the in�
dication of their polarity� while bu�ers are drawn as small
circles annotated with the number of stages they are com�
posed of� A tree is divided into a set of z di�erent levels
identi
ed by a �z����tuple of integers �y�� � � � � yz	�� such
that� y� � � � y� � � � � � yz � yz	� � n � �� with
� � z � n� Each level i � f�� � � � � zg contains yi	� � yi
sinks� from syi to syi����� Sinks with positive polarity form

the group G	

yi�yi����
and are driven by a bu�er B	

yi
whereas

those with negative polarity form the group G�
yi�yi����

and

are driven by a bu�er B�
yi
� In the case of Figure �� z � �

with a �z����tuple ��� �� �� �	�� Each bu�er can accept a
connection from one or two bu�ers belonging to the upper
level i � �� Depending on the polarities of its sinks and the
bu�ers of the upper level i� �� it follows that a level i can
always have exactly one or two bu�ers driving its sinks� The
class of trees that we have just de
ned is very similar to that
of LT�Trees of type � introduced in ��� While the trees be�
longing to such class have at most one bu�er in the fanout
of any bu�er� in our case each bu�er can drive � or � bu�ers
along with any number of leaves� For this reason� we call
our trees bipolar LT�Trees� or for short Bi�LT�Trees� Be�
cause of this property� it is apparent that each �z����tuple
identi
es �z possible fanout trees� The number of possible
�z����tuples of integers corresponds to the number of dis�
tinct ways of choosing z�� elements among n��� Therefore�
the total number of possible fanout trees is

n��X
z
�

�
n� �
z � �

�
�z � �

n��X
z
�

�
n� �
z

�
�z � �	�n����n ���

Such search space is greater than both that of LT�Trees of
type � ��n���� and LT�Trees of type � ��n��� ��� In ��� we
also assume that the 
rst level can have two bu�ers which
are driving sinks of di�erent polarities� It is apparent that
this situation is in contrast with the requirement of a one�
rooted fanout tree like the one of Figure �� Nevertheless�
every occurrence of this kind can be uniquely resolved intro�
ducing one or two additional inverters in case p

b
�

�

	 p
b
�

�

� �

or p
b
�

�

	 p
b
�

�

� �� respectively� so that the equation still

holds�



��� The Algorithm for Tree Selection

The selection of the best tree for the solution of Problems
� and � is performed with the algorithm tree selection� de�
tailed in Figure �� At the beginning� the process database P
is loaded and sinks are ordered by non�decreasing required
time� Then� the load l

p
i�j of each possible group G

p
i�j � S is

pre�computed� The problem is now split in n sub�problems�
identi
ed by an index z� of sinks �sz� 	 	 	 � sn�� A sub�problem
z� then� is solved in n � z � � di�erent ways� indicated by
an index h� of which only the best one Tz is kept in a ta�
ble� hence this is a dynamic programming approach� Each
solution h corresponds to the insertion of one or two bu�ers
B	 and�or B�� which respectively drive groups G	

z�h and

G�
z�h� and the upper level sub�tree Th	�� Since the algo�

rithm proceeds with z from n to �� Th	� has already been
computed and is available� For each polarity p � f���g�

algorithm tree selection

load P 	 S	 krreq 	 kfreq 	 rvmin



Sort S by increasing required time	 S � fs�� s�� � � � � sng


�i � �� n�	 �j � �i� n�	 �p � f���g	 lp
i�j

�
P

j

k�i
lsk �p psk

	

where �p psk
is the Kronecker delta function


for z � n to  f
area�Tz� � ��
 rTz � ��

for h � z to n f
foreach polarity p � f���g f
load � l

p

z�h
� l

p

Th��



if �load � �� f
rload � load required time

if �z � � then rprev � rsz�� 


else f
if �Problem � � then rprev � rload

else if �Problem � �� then rprev � rvmin



g
Bp � min area BUF �P 	 kr 	 kf 	 load	 rload�rprev	 krreq 	

kfreq �


if �Bp � �� then Bp
z � min delay BUF �P 	 kr 	 kf 	 load�


g else Bp � �

g
T � Th�� �B� �B�

rT � min�r

b�
� r

b�
�


if �rT � rprev� f
if �area�T � � area�Tz�� then Tz � T 


g else f
if �rT � rTz � then Tz � T 


g
g

g

end tree selection

Figure �� The algorithm for the fanout tree selection�

the load of a bu�er Bp is calculated as the sum of the pre�
computed quantity lpz�h and the load of same polarity lpTh�� �

o�ered by the sub�tree Th	�� If such load is null� the corre�
sponding bu�er Bp is not inserted� Each bu�er is designed
calling the routine min area BUF whose arguments are or�
dered� and have the same meaning� as in the de
nition of
task �� Particularly� the slopes kr and kf of the input signal
are chosen as typical values for a correct execution of the al�
gorithm� As can be seen� the maximum allowed delay time
tmax � rload � rprev is equal to the di�erence of two terms�
the required time rload of the load driven by the bu�er� and
rprev which is equal to the required time rsz�� of the closest
not yet bu�ered sink sz��� In this way� bu�er Bp will have
a required time equal or higher than rsz�� � thus not a�ect�
ing the required time of subsequent sub�trees� and minimum
area for its implementation� If tmax is too low and no bu�er
with such delay is possible� then Bp is designed by means of
routine min delay BUF� which� given its arguments de
ned

as for task �� returns a minimum delay bu�er� At this point�
the h solution T of sub�problem z is formed by the union of
bu�ers B	� B� and sub�tree Th	�� If the required time rT
of T � de
ned as the minimum of the required times of B	

and B� �or the required time of one of them if the other is
empty�� is higher than rprev� and its area is lower than the
one of the best current solution Tz� then sub�tree T takes
its place� On the other hand� if rT is lower than rprev� T
is stored only if its required time is the highest� The same
procedure applies to both Problems � and � until the last
sub�problem z � �� which corresponds to the overall fanout
problem� has to be solved� As can be seen� in such a situ�
ation the required time tprev takes di�erent values� When
Problem � is being solved� then rprev � rload and bu�ers
Bp are designed for minimum delay� On the other hand�
for Problem �� rprev takes the value rvmin

� the given mini�
mum required time of the root that can be exploited by the
routine min area BUF to obtain a bu�er with lower area� In
this way� at the end of the process� tree T� stores the best
solution for a given fanout problem�

��� Optimality for the Min Delay Problem

The optimality of the algorithm for the solution of Problem
� is proved by the following theorem�

Theorem � �Optimality for Minimum Delay�
The tree selection algorithm produces an optimal fanout
tree for Problem � over the class of all Bi�LT�Trees� assum�
ing that routine min delay BUF produces optimal solutions
to Task 
�

Proof From the property of dynamic programming algo�
rithms� the solution to Problem � is optimal exactly if such
is true for the solution Tz of each sub�problem z� Therefore�
for what pertains to the proof of the theorem� it is su��
cient to prove the optimality of a single sub�tree Tz� The
rest of the proof follows by induction on z� The solution of a
sub�problem z� takes the generation of n�z�� di�erent sub�
trees by means of routines min delay BUF and min area BUF�
In each case� min area BUF introduces a bu�er whose re�
quired time is always greater than the required time rprev
of the highest sink in the lower level� On the other hand�
min delay BUF generates a speed optimized bu�er whose de�
lay is the smallest possible� The solution Tz is then chosen
as the one with the highest required time rT if every sub�
solution has required time rT � rprev� otherwise the sub�tree
with minimum area is taken� As a result� the solution Tz is
optimal because it will o�er to the next sub�problem z � ��
the smallest load to drive �the input capacitance of a bu�er
is always that of a minimum size inverter�� with a required
time such that the required time rTz�� of the root of the
subsequent sub�tree Tz�� can be the maximum possible�

��	 An Example of Generated Tree

An example of a fanout tree generated by the algorithm
tree selection is reported in Figure � for a typical problem
with �� sinks and a ����m CMOS process� Here� the re�
quired time of sinks and bu�ers is proportional to their po�
sition along the y�axis� As can be seen� there are three levels�
Level � is composed of sinks s�� s�� s� and the inverter B	

� �
whereas level � is composed of sinks s�� s� and the inverter
B�
� � and level � is composed of sinks s� through s�� and

the two�stage bu�ers B	

� and B�
� � It is interesting to note

that the required time of both bu�ers B	

� and B�
� is greater
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Figure �� Fanout tree for a typical problem� n � ��� z � ��
y� � �� y� � �� y� � �� y� � ��� Sinks can be merged into
groups during the merge sinks pre�processing step�

than that of any of the sinks belonging to the lower level
�� A thorough examination of the tree generation process
indicates that both bu�ers have been designed to have min�
imum area through the routine min area BUF� and that the
minimization process stopped because of the constraints on
the minimum slopes krreq � kfreq of the output signal�

��
 Complexity

The number of times we go through the most nested inner
loop of the tree selection algorithm is equal to n�n � ���
Therefore the complexity of the algorithm is O�n��� as we
assume that both routines min delay BUF and min area BUF

have complexity O��� and perform their respective tasks in
constant time� When treating sinks of di�erent polarities
simultaneously� the algorithm proposed in �� has complex�
ity O�d� max �n� p� max �np� max �n� p������� while the one
proposed in 	� has complexity O�d� n� p��� Here� d is the
number of di�erent bu�ers in the cell library� and n and
p are the number of sinks of negative and positive polarity�
respectively� As can be seen� our algorithm has smaller com�
plexity due to the direct selection of bu�ers in the chosen
trees�

��� Pre�Processing and Post�Processing

With our methodology sinks are treated independently of
their load and there are no limits imposed on their size�
This property suggests that sinks with equal or very close
required time can be merged together to reduce the size of
the problem with no adverse impact on the 
nal result� An
example of application of this technique� performed by the
routine merge sinks� is shown in Figure �� Here� the num�
ber of distinct sinks n is now reduced to only ��� 	 of them
corresponding to groups Gi�j of sinks of the same polar�
ity� Since this technique makes a great improvement in the

computation time of the algorithm at no performance cost�
it is always used during a pre�processing step to reduce the
number of distinct sinks of a fanout problem� It has already
been pointed out that during the execution of the algorithm
tree selection� the slopes kr and kf of the bu�er input
signal are chosen as typical values� This introduces some
error� although small� After the algorithm has completed
its execution and the topology of the best tree is available�
the delay and slopes of all the bu�ers of the tree can be
recomputed� yielding exact values� traversing the tree from
root up�

� Results and Veri�cation

To provide experimental evidence of the e�ciency of the
proposed methodology� we have applied our algorithm to
the fanout optimization of a set of benchmark circuits and
compared its performance with those of the corresponding
optimization algorithms available in SIS ��� In the SIS en�
vironment� logic synthesis and minimum delay technology
mapping steps have been performed for each circuit� using
a custom ����m CMOS process cell library calibrated in
DSMlib �Deep Sub�Micron library� format� In this format�
the delay of each pin of each cell is characterized by four sub�
sets of � parameters each� modeling the propagation times
tpr and tpf � and the transition times ttr and ttf � The tran�
sition times ttr and ttf are here de
ned as the di�erence
between the times where the rising and falling edges of a
signal are at ��� and ��� of their total swing� respectively�
The pin�dependent delay model is as follows�

delay � �K� �K� 	 load� 	 transition time�K� 	 load�K�

where delay represents any of the terms tpr� tpf � ttr and ttf
for the output pin� load denotes the capacitive load of the
cell� and transition time refers to ttr or ttf for the input pin
as appropriate� The choice of such format has been dictated
by the need for an accurate delay model which includes the
e�ect of the slope of the voltage signals in the calculation
of the standard cell timing� Notice that this delay model
has only been used for the computation of the propagation
and transition times during the timing analysis executed in
the SIS environment�� The procedure used for the global
optimization of a circuit is that presented in ��� With this
methodology every node is visited in topological order and
when a fanout problem is encountered a fanout tree is intro�
duced� In ��� this procedure is shown to be optimal with re�
spect to delay minimization� The results of the global fanout
optimization performed for minimum delay on the bench�
mark circuits are reported in Table �� The mapping 
eld
reports the delay and area of the circuits after the execution
of the technology mapping step for minimum delay� The sec�
ond 
eld reports the results of the best fanout optimization
obtained from the spectrum of algorithms available in SIS
�balanced trees� LT�trees� combinational merging� two�level
trees� top�down traversal�� The third 
eld reports the results
obtained by optimizing the circuits with the proposed con�
tinuous methodology� Finally� the last two columns report
the performance comparison between the two approaches�
Here� it must be pointed out that while the 
rst approach
selects� for each node� the best solution among those pro�
duced by each of the considered algorithms present in SIS�
the continuous approach� in all cases� performs the op�
timization in the same way by means of the tree selection

�In fact	 here the concept of transition time is not contemplated
at all�
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Table �� Results for maximum speed fan�out optimization applied to entire circuits� Delay is the di�erence in nanoseconds
between the required time at the 
rst sink and the required time at the root� and cpu is the run�time in seconds on a SUN�Ultra
�� The tree area is given in ����m��

algorithm� It must be pointed out that every bu�er gener�
ated by the tree selection algorithm was rounded up to the
closest element in a set of �� pre�designed bu�ers of di�erent
strengths which were available in the cell library� Here� in�
stead of generating a new cell for each bu�er� we have opted
for a 
xed number of bu�ers� available to the same extent
to all fanout optimization algorithms� in order to make a
more realistic and fair comparison� As can be seen� with the
continuous approach every circuit is optimized in shorter
time and the resulting implementation has lower delay and
lower area� Particularly� the typical reduction is 	��� in de�
lay and ��� in area� while the computation time is typically
one order of magnitude lower�

	 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a new methodology for
the solution of the fanout problem based on a continuous
delay optimization technique� An accurate transistor�level
delay model is used to design delay and area optimized
bu�ers that perfectly 
t the slacks between the leaves of the
fanout tree they set up� resulting in consistent area savings�
Our approach is particularly e�ective for circuits developed
with submicron CMOS processes where special care must
be taken in the evaluation of delay times and signal slope
e�ects� A polynomial time algorithm which uses dynamic
programming for the selection of the best possible fanout
tree has also been presented� The high accuracy of its de�
lay model� the independence from the technology in use� the
wide tree search space� and the fast run�time make the al�
gorithm very convenient to be used in CAD tools for the
automatic synthesis of digital circuits�

When deep submicron technologies are used� in several
cases the resistance of the interconnections cannot be ne�
glected and the performance of a fanout optimization tech�
nique can be further improved only with a post�placement
approach where performance�driven fanout and routing op�
timization problems are solved simultaneously� We are cur�
rently investigating such an approach�
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